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In this sweet and humorous picture book, Queen of the Hanukkah Dosas, a multi-cultural family
(Mom's Indian; Dad's Jewish) celebrate Hanukkah while incorporating traditional Indian food.
Instead of latkes, this family celebrates Hanukkah with tasty Indian dosas. To her brother's
chagrin, little Sadie won't stop climbing on everything both at home and at the Indian grocery
store, even while preparing the dosas. As the family puts the finishing touches on their holiday
preparations, they accidentally get locked out of the house. Sadie and her climbing skills just
may be exactly what is needed to save the day.

"The illustrations are bright and cheerful with endpapers that are a mouthwatering display of
ingredients for Indian food. A delightful culinary adventure celebrates traditional Indian food as
part of a Jewish holiday." ―Kirkus"...there’s something comforting about the steady step-by-step
trajectory of the text and Sarkar’s stylish cartooning. Readers will also appreciate how the
narrator turns a customized version of “I Have a Little Dreidel” (“I have a little dosa...”) into a
sister-wrangling tool." ―Publishers Weekly"Sarkar’s vibrant illustrations focus on the entire
family―mom, dad, kids,amma-amma―and work with Ehrenberg’s accessible text to highlight
Jewish andIndian cultures." ―The Horn Book Magazine--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 1—Cultures merge in this
holiday story about a boy with an Indian mother, a Jewish father, and a mischievous little sister
named Sadie. Instead of traditional potato pancakes, this family celebrates Hanukkah by making
dosas, a fried Indian pancake of rice and beans. From buying ingredients at the Indian market, to
grinding the dal and rice and frying the batter in coconut oil, the process feels both different and
familiar, and creates an opportunity for the author to explore the mingling of traditions.
Unfortunately, the first-person narrative is bogged down by a contrived plot focusing on Sadie's
penchant for climbing on things and her brother's random discovery that he can make her get
down by singing a modified version of "I had a little dreidel," which comes in handy when the
family gets locked out of the house during their Hanukkah party. The colorful illustrations are
festive and bright, including wonderful endpapers that highlight common ingredients used in
Indian food, yet the visual appeal of this book does not compensate for the weakness of the text.
Furthermore, references to the holiday itself at times seem offhanded: "Just like the Maccabees,
my mom rubbed oil in a pan called a tawa, where we cook the dosas." VERDICT An additional
selection for large holiday collections.—Teri Markson, Los Angeles Public Library --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorIn addition to Queen of
the Hanukkah Dosas, Pamela Ehrenberg is the author of the young readers novels Ethan,
Suspended and Tillmon County Fire. She now lives in Washington, DC, where she works at the
National Association for the Education of Young Children and lives with her daughter and son



near the National Zoo.Anjan Sarkar was born in the UK and his heritage is mixed British and
Indian. Anjan has created work for children’s books, animation, and advertising. Anjan works
from a little studio in his home in Sheffield, England. He lives with his wife and two young
children. Anjan is the illustrator of Pamela Ehrenberg's Queen of the Hanukkah Dosas. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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For siblings everywhere—especially Nathan and Talia,who teach me about sibling love every
day.And for parents, cousins, friends, and others whoscale mountains to help someone they
love.—P.E.To Umi, Queen of Ramen. Thank you, Yuko, for the coloringsupport, and thanks,
Tannishtha, for your culinary knowledge!—A.S.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSSo grateful to Chris
Barash and the PJ Library team; Joy Peskinand the FSG team; Carrie Howland; Indian-food
experts Anu,Dréa, Elana, Jyoti, Lakshmi, and Tracey; and story experts Caren,Elizabeth, Farrar,
Gwen, Jackie, Kirsten, and Meredith!—P.E.Farrar Straus Giroux Books for Young ReadersAn
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Macmillan Publishing Group, LLC175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010Text copyright © 2017
by Pamela EhrenbergIllustrations copyright © 2017 by Anjan SarkarAll rights reservedFirst
edition, 2017Our eBooks may be purchased in bulk for promotional, educational, or business
use.Please contact the Macmillan Corporate and Premium Sales Department
at1-800-221-7945, ext.5442, or by e-mail at MacmillanSpecialMarkets@macmillan.com.Library
of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataOur eBooks may be purchased in bulk for
promotional, educational, or business use.Please contact the Macmillan Corporate and
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DataACKNOWLEDGMENTSSo grateful to Chris Barash and the PJ Library team; Joy Peskinand
the FSG team; Carrie Howland; Indian-food experts Anu,Dréa, Elana, Jyoti, Lakshmi, and
Tracey; and story experts Caren,Elizabeth, Farrar, Gwen, Jackie, Kirsten, and Meredith!—
P.E.Farrar Straus Giroux Books for Young ReadersAn imprint of Macmillan Publishing Group,
LLC175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010Text copyright © 2017 by Pamela
EhrenbergIllustrations copyright © 2017 by Anjan SarkarAll rights reservedFirst edition,
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It wasn’t that I didn’t want my little sister,Sadie, to help us make dosas for Hanukkah.The
problem was, she climbed too much.It wasn’t that I didn’t want my little sister,Sadie, to help us
make dosas for Hanukkah.The problem was, she climbed too much.

I explained this to my dad on Friday.I explained this to my mom on Thursday.I explained this to
my amma-amma on Saturday.



By Sunday, Hanukkah was almost here. When myfamily picked me up from Hebrew school, my
momsmiled the whole way to Little India Market.I’m pretty sure I’ve never seen anyone from
Hebrewschool at the Indian market. And I’m almost positive I’venever seen anyone from the
market dropping off kids atHebrew school. But I’m absolutely, one hundred percentconfident I’ve
never seen anyone from either place climbas much as Sadie does.“Couldn’t she have stayed
home?” I asked. But nobodyanswered.

We scooped up three kinds of dal from the bulkfood bins. I had just placed a sack of rice in our
cartwhen I heard Sadie yell, “Up, up!”I turned around in time to see her climb up apyramid of
coconut milk. Cans rolled everywhere!“Come down, Sadie!” said Amma-Amma,but Sadie didn’t
move.

Buen Shabat, Shabbat Shalom, Hanukkah Moon, 'Twas Nochebuena, Hanukkah Around the
World, We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga, Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story, Daddy
Christmas and Hanukkah Mama, Santa in the City, Yaffa and Fatima: Shalom, Salaam, We Are
Water Protectors, Where Three Oceans Meet, The Colors of Us, The Many Colors of Harpreet
Singh, Latke, the Lucky Dog (Hanukkah), Amira's Picture Day



S. Birch, “Unique, adorable, interesting story!. An engaging, interesting, and sweet story that
skillfully touches on several worthwhile topics, including: (1) the integration of two different
cultures in the celebration of a significant holiday, (2) the nurturing and validation of an older
sibling towards an "annoying" younger sister, and (3) the recognition that even the smallest
individual can be a key player in solving a problem. The illustrations help to convey the story in a
playful way. The effortless incorporation of foods that are not traditional Hanukkah foods into the
story was smart and compelled us to want to make each and every one of them. We were,
therefore, pleasantly surprised to see that there were recipes for a few of the dishes at the end of
the book. Both my 9-year-old and my 17-year-old want to make dosas and mango lassi this
weekend!”

Jason, “A wonderful book for multi-culti families. I was shocked... SHOCKED... to find a book so
perfect for my Jewish-Indian kindergartners. A sweet, engaging story that embraces both sibling
dynamics and the increasingly complex identities of American Jewish families.”

S. John, “A story about our family; we loved it!. Fantastic—coming from a family with the exact
same dynamic as the main characters (Jewish father, Indian mother), we found it relatable and
adorable. Kudos to the author and illustrator on such a terrific job.”

MetaMeta, “Good to see Jewish diversity. This is a great book that shows Jewish diversity and
families.”

Michael, “Fun and respectful culture mash up. Biggest dosa fan here. This book is tons of fun.
My son is a tad too young to read along (he's 2) but papa is happy!! :-)”

JP, “Cute and unique Hanukkah story/sibling story. Cute and unique Hanukkah story/sibling
story. Nice illustrations. And it made me hungry!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. What a wonderful book! The book shares a positive message
of sharing both parents' cultures.”

Aileen, “Fantastic children's book. Fantastic children's book. This book introduces readers to
Jewish and Indian culture in a fun and new way. Fabulous Hanukkah book for young children. I
encourage all preschools, elementary schools and parents to add this book to their library.”

GL, “Adorable. A sweet story with lively illustrations that any child would enjoy. My four year old
daughter particularly loved the book because it was about other Jewish children who are also of
South Asian descent.”



The book by Pamela Ehrenberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 43 people have provided feedback.
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